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Movie Magic 

The March EAA Sketchers challenge, “Movie Magic” was revealed on Saturday, March 25.  The goal 
was to create an image based on your favorite motion picture, either something that captures the 
movie as a whole or depicts a favorite scene from it.  The artists who participated created images 
from a variety of movies - Out of Africa, War of the Worlds, Gone with the Wind, King Kong, Cactus 
Flower, Hobbit series.  It was a fun reveal.  Everybody did a splendid job of expressing their feelings 
about their favorite movie in their art. 

Cheri Gardiner, chose the movie 
“Out of Africa”, a family favorite.  She 
presented several animal drawings 
from her sketchbook. 
 

Joan Milligan, chose “War of the Worlds”, the original version from 1952.  
When she was younger, she would stay up late and watch it with her 
brothers.  She did this watercolor sketch in her sketchbook. 

 

Sue Herrle, chose “Gone with the Wind” and 
created this classic scene in watercolor.  
Then, just for the fun of it….she also chose 
this iconic scene from “Lady and the Tramp”, 
using a meme and digital art to create this 
‘political placemat’. 
 

Suzette Cohen, chose the 1969, Goldie Hawn classic, 
“Cactus Flower”.  Her ’Flowering Prickle Pear Cactus’ 
was done in batik, outlined with watercolor and salt 
added for affect.  Her second movie was any “Star” 
movie.  She took a picture from a NASA site depicting 
the witches broom nebula and created this artwork by 
layering acrylics. 



Char Dayton, chose the “Hobbit” series and created a mood painting of 
a spooky forest.  She combined watercolor, acrylics and oil pastel.  “It 
was fun to do.” 

 

Lee Peters, chose several movies.  First, from the 
movies, “King Kong” and “Godzilla”, Lee asked his 
AI ‘friend’ to create several images….King Kong 
steps out on the town and aliens running a hot 
dog stand.  For the second movie, “Dark Star”, a 
1974 low budget movie, Lee did an homage to the 

‘beach ball’ alien from the movie.  
Using photoshop, he created several 
images including “Sunday in the 
Park”. 


